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Abstract
In a search for triangle-free graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic numbers, Mycielski developed a graph transformation that
transforms a graph G into a new graph (G), which is called the Mycielskian of G. This paper investigates the vertex-connectivity
((G)) and edge-connectivity ′((G)) of (G) . We show that ((G)) = min{((G)), 2(G) + 1} and ′((G)) = ((G)).
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper are simple, ﬁnite and undirected.
In a search for triangle-free graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic numbers, Mycielski [8] developed an interesting
graph transformation as follows. For a graph G = (V ,E), the Mycielskian of G is the graph (G) with vertex set
V ∪V ′ ∪ {u}, where V ′ = {x′: x ∈ V } and edge set E ∪ {xy′: xy ∈ E} ∪ {y′u: y′ ∈ V ′}. The vertex x′ is called the twin
of the vertex x (and x the twin of x′) and the vertex u is called the root of (G). For n2, n(G) is deﬁned iteratively
by setting n(G) = (n−1(G)).
We use V in place of V (G), and E in place of E(G) when no ambiguity arises. Moreover, for S ⊂ V (G),G\S
denotes the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of V (G)\S. Similarly, for a vertex u of G, S − u means S\{u}.
Notation and terminology not mentioned here are as in [1].
The connectivity (G) of a connected graph G is the least positive integer k such that there exists S ⊂ V (G), |S|= k
and G\S is disconnected or reduces to the trivial graph K1. An obvious inference from the deﬁnition of (G) is that
d(G)(x
′) = dG(x) + 1 for all x ∈ V (G). Consequently, ((G)) = (G) + 1 (here d stands for the degree and  for
the minimum degree). Also ((G)) = (G) + 1.
In this paper, we determine the vertex-connectivity ((G)) and edge-connectivity ′((G)) of the Mycielskian of
any graph G in terms of (G) and (G).
In recent times, there has been an increasing interest in the study of Mycielskians, especially, in the study of their
circular chromatic numbers [2–6]. One of these papers is by Chang et al. [2] wherein they have proved Lemma 1.1.
Lemma 1.1 (Chang et al. [2]). If G has no isolated vertices, then ((G))(G) + 1.
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2. Connectivity of the Mycielskian
In this section, we obtain a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for ((G)) = (G) + i + 1 where 0 i < (G). We
ﬁrst obtain a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for ((G)) = (G) + 1.
Theorem 2.1. For a connected graph G, ((G)) = (G) + 1 iff (G) = (G).
Proof. Let (G)=(G).Then ((G))((G))=(G)+1=(G)+1. Further by Lemma 1.1, ((G))(G)+1.
Therefore, ((G)) = (G) + 1.
Conversely, let ((G))=(G)+1. Suppose (G) = (G), then 1(G)< (G). Let S ={w1, w2, . . . , w(G)+1}
be a minimum vertex cut of (G).
Case a: u /∈ S. Suppose |V ∩ S|(G), then |V ∩ S| = (G) + i, i = 0 or 1 and there is a possibility for G to get
disconnected. But since (G)2, every vertex in G\(V ∩ S) is adjacent to at least two vertices in V ′ which in turn
are adjacent to u. Hence, even if we remove an additional vertex from V ′ the resulting graph will remain connected,
that is, (G)\S is connected, a contradiction to the fact that S is a vertex cut. If |V ∩ S|< (G), then G\(V ∩ S) is
connected and every vertex x′ ∈ V ′ is adjacent to at least (G) + 1 vertices of G and hence adjacent to at least one
vertex of G\(V ∩ S). Also u is adjacent to all x′’s in V ′. Thus, (G)\S is connected, again contradicting the fact that
S is a vertex cut.
Case b: u ∈ S. Now remove u from (G) and set G′ = (G) − u. G′ is connected (as |S|2). To disconnect G′ we
have to remove the remaining (G) vertices of S. Since (G)> (G), every vertex in G′ is of degree at least (G)+ 1.
If |V ∩ (S −u)|< (G), then G\(V ∩ (S −u)) is connected and every vertex x′ in V ′ is adjacent to at least (G)+1
vertices of G and hence to at least one vertex of G\(V ∩ (S − u)) , so that G′\S is connected, a contradiction. If
|V ∩ (S −u)| =(G), there is a possibility for G\(V ∩ (S −u)) to get disconnected. If G\(V ∩ (S −u)) is connected,
we get a contradiction as in case a. So let G\(V ∩ (S −u)) be disconnected and G1,G2, . . . ,Gk its components. Since
every vertex of V ∩ (S −u) is adjacent to all the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gk , the twins of V ∩ (S −u) will be adjacent
to all the components, that is G\(V ∩ (S − u)) together with the twins of V ∩ (S − u) is connected and each x′ in V ′
is adjacent to at least one vertex of G\(V ∩ (S − u)) . Therefore, (G)\S is connected, which is again a contradiction.
Thus, (G) = (G). 
Corollary 2.2. If G is a connected graph, then (n(G)) = (G) + n iff (G) = (G).
Proof is by induction on n . We now generalize Theorem 2.1. Before we do it, we make the following remark.
Remark 2.3. If S is a minimum vertex cut of G with |S| = (G) and S′ is the corresponding set of twins in V ′, then
S ∪ S′ ∪ {u} is a vertex cut of (G). Therefore, (G) + 1((G))2(G) + 1.
Theorem 2.4. If G is a connected graph, then ((G)) = (G) + i + 1 iff (G) = (G) + i for each i, 0 i < (G).
Proof. By induction on i. Theorem 2.1 gives the case when i = 0. So assume that the result is true for all j i − 1,
that is, ((G)) = (G) + j + 1 iff (G) = (G) + j , j i − 1. We now prove the result for i(< (G)).
First consider the case when (G) = (G) + i. We know that ((G))((G)) = (G) + 1 = (G) + i + 1. If
((G))< (G) + i + 1, by induction hypothesis, (G)< (G) + i. Therefore, ((G)) = (G) + i + 1.
Conversely, let((G))=(G)+i+1. Suppose, (G) = (G)+i, then (G)> (G)+i (because if (G)< (G)+i
then by induction hypothesis ((G)) = (G) + i + 1). Let S = {w1, w2, . . . , w(G)+i+1} be a minimum vertex cut
of (G).
Case a: u /∈ S. Suppose |S ∩ V |(G), then |S ∩ V | = (G) + , 0 i + 1. Every vertex x ∈ V \(V ∩ S) is
adjacent to at least (G) vertices of G and hence (by the deﬁnition of Mycielskian) to at least (G) + i + 1 vertices in
V ′ and hence to at least one vertex in V ′\(S − (V ∩S)) which in turn is adjacent to u. Therefore, (G)\S is connected,
which is a contradiction to the fact that S is a vertex cut of (G). Suppose now |S ∩ V |< (G). Then G\(V ∩ S) is
connected and every vertex x′ ∈ V ′ is adjacent to at least (G)+ i + 1 vertices of G and hence adjacent to at least one
vertex of G\(V ∩ S). Also u is adjacent to all such vertices x′. Therefore, (G)\S is connected, a contradiction.
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Case b: u ∈ S. As before, set G′ = (G) − u. G′ is connected. To disconnect G′ we have to remove the remaining
(G) + i vertices of S. Since (G)> (G) + i, every vertex in G′ is of degree at least (G) + i + 1.
If |V ∩ (S − u)|< (G), then G\(V ∩ (S − u)) is connected and every vertex x′ is adjacent to at least (G)+ i + 1
vertices of G and hence to at least one vertex of G\(V ∩ (S −u)) . Therefore, (G)\S is connected which is not true. If
|V ∩ (S−u)|=(G)+, 0 i, there is a possibility for G\(V ∩ (S−u)) to get disconnected. If G\(V ∩ (S−u)) is
connected we get a contradiction as before. So let G\(V ∩ (S−u)) be disconnected with components G1,G2, . . . ,Gk .
Since V ∩ (S − u) is a vertex cut of G, there will be at least (G) vertices in V ∩ (S − u) that will be adjacent to all
the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gk of G. Call this set as T. By the deﬁnition of Mycielskian the twins of the set T in V ′
will be adjacent to all the components G1,G2, . . . ,Gk , that is, G\(V ∩ (S − u)) together with any of the twins of T
is connected and since the number of vertices still to be removed is i − < (G) |T |, even after the removal of the
whole set S there will be at least one twin, say, z′ in G′\(S − u), of a vertex z in T. Also each x′’s of V ′ is adjacent to
at least one vertex of G\(V ∩ (S − u)). Thus, (G)\S is connected which again contradicts the fact that S is a vertex
cut. Hence (G) = (G) + i. 
Corollary 2.5. If G is a connected graph, then (i)((G))=2(G)+1 iff (G)2(G) and (ii)((G))=min{(G)+
1, 2(G) + 1}.
Proof of (i) follows from Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 and (ii) follows from (i) and Theorem 2.4.
We next consider the edge-connectivity ′ of the Mycielskian of G, where G is a connected graph with at least one
edge.
3. Edge connectivity of the Mycielskian
Lemma 3.1. For any connected non-trivial graph G, ′((G))′(G) + 1.
Proof. Let F be any set of ′(G) edges of (G) . LetU be the set of edges incident at u in (G) . Further let F ∩U =X.
If |E ∩ F |< ′(G), then G\(E ∩ F) is connected. Every vertex x′ of V ′ is adjacent to at least ′(G) vertices in G
and also in G\(E ∩ F). If X = ∅, then we ﬁnd at least one vertex in V ′ which will have a neighbor in V even after the
removal of F and u is adjacent to all of x′ in V ′. If X = ∅, then all the vertices in V ′ will have at least one neighbor in
V and u is adjacent to at least one x′ in V ′ even after the removal of F (note that, |V ′| = |V |(G) + 1′(G) + 1).
Therefore in any case, (G)\F is connected.
If |E ∩ F | = ′(G), then F ⊆ E. Since G is connected, every vertex x of V is adjacent to at least one vertex in V ′
which in turn is adjacent to u. Therefore, (G)\F is connected. Hence ′((G))′(G) + 1. 
Theorem 3.2. If G is a connected graph, then ′((G)) = ′(G) + 1 iff (G) = ′(G).
Proof. Let(G)=′(G). Then′((G))((G))=(G)+1=′(G)+1. Further fromLemma3.1,′((G))′(G)+
1. Therefore, ′((G)) = ′(G) + 1.
Conversely, let ′((G))=′(G)+1. Suppose (G) = ′(G); then 1′(G)< (G). LetF ={e1, e2, . . . , e′(G)+1}
be a minimal edge cut of (G). Let U be the set of edges incident at u in (G) . Further let F ∩ U = X.
Case a: |E ∩ F |′(G). In this case, |E ∩ F | = ′(G) + i, i = 0 or 1. Since every vertex x in V is adjacent to at
least ′(G) + 1 (2) vertices in V ′, which in turn are adjacent to u, even if one edge is removed from [V, V ′] or U
(where [V, V ′] denotes the set of all edges with one end in V and the other in V ′), every vertex in V is connected to u
by a path of length 2. Therefore, (G)\F is connected, a contradiction.
Case b: |E ∩ F |< ′(G). Here, G\(E ∩ F) is connected and every vertex x′ in V ′ is adjacent to at least ′(G) + 1
vertices in G\(E ∩ F). If X = ∅, even after the removal of all the edges of F, there will be at least one vertex in V ′
which will have a neighbor inV, and u is adjacent to all x′ in V ′. Therefore, (G)\F is connected, a contradiction (note
that |V ′| = |V |(G)+ 1′(G)+ 2). If X = ∅, |F ∩ [V, V ′]|′(G). Hence, each vertex x′ in V ′ is adjacent to at
least one vertex of V in (G)\F and u is adjacent to at least one vertex of V ′ ( as |V ′|′(G) + 2), that is, (G)\F is
connected, a contradiction. 
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Corollary 3.3. If G is a connected graph, then ′(n(G)) = ′(G) + n iff (G) = ′(G).
Proof is by induction on n. As in Theorem 2.4, we can generalize Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a connected graph, then ′((G)) = ′(G) + n iff (G) = ′(G) + n − 1.
Proof is by induction on n.
Corollary 3.5. If G is a connected graph, then ′((G)) = (G) + 1.
Corollary 3.6. If G is a connected graph, then ′((G)) = ((G)) if (G)2(G).
Proof follows from Theorems 3.4 and 2.4.
Corollary 3.7. If G is a vertex-transitive graph, then ′((G)) = ′(G) + 1.
Proof. If G is a vertex-transitive graph, then (G) = ′(G) [7,9]. Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, ′((G)) = ′(G) + 1.

Corollary 3.7 does not hold good if ′ is replaced by , that is, if G is a vertex-transitive graph then it need not imply
that ((G))=(G)+1 because ((G))=(G)+1 is true only if (G)=(G). But then there are graphs which are
vertex-transitive but (G) = (G). For instance, if G=C5[K4] (the wreath product [1] of a 5-cycle with the complete
graph on 4 vertices), (G) = 11 but (G) = 8.
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